
The automation canvas for everyone

Governance made simple

With a common foundation and dedicated activities sets 
for different coding skills, the Studio family of products 
offers everyone the ability to build their own robot.   

A Citizen Developer can start off the task automation in 
StudioX, an experienced RPA developer from the Center 
of Excelency can enhance it in Studio and distribute to 
the entire company for deployment in UiPath Assistant. 

The Studio family of products offers organization level  
governance. Adjust the level of control to best suite your 
company setup and your type of users. Allow your 
employees the freedom to automate in a controlled 
environment.   

Rules can be adjusted to different levels for more 
experienced Studio users compared to StudioX business 
users and organizational development standards can be 
enforced through the Workflow Analyzer. 

Choose the product that best fits your needs

StudioPro

For RPA developers looking to 

build complex unattended or 

attended process automations.

Studio

For specialized developers our 

most advanced Studio IDE 

containing testing tools, 

advanced RPA features and 

advanced coding services. 

StudioX

For the business users looking to 

automate tasks for themselves 

and their immediate teams. 



Powerfull debugging
Ensure quality code through extensive 
debugging tools and logging.  

Source control
Directly integrated with Git, TFS, VSTS, and 
SVN for better collaboration in teams 

Command Pallete
Search across all automation resources 
(libraries, activities, projects, and open 
workflows). 

Activities Libraries
A rich collection of pre-built, drag-and-drop 
templates, and ready-made RPA and AI 
components.

Documentation, tutorials and free classes 
Find out the right learning path for your 
needs and skills. Our products come 
complete with documentation, tutorials and 
demos as well as complete training 
programs to upgrade your skill level. 

Attended or Unattended? How about both
Deploy robots at scale throughout your 
organization. Run locally with UiPath 
Assistant, manage securely with UiPath 
Orchestrator. 

To test out any of the  Studio versions please navigate to the UiPath website or 
reach out to one of our sales colleagues. 

For more details, please visit us at: 

uipath.com/Studio

Thank you for 
choosing UiPath

Combine selectors, text Computer vision 
and Image identification to automate any 
desktop or web application you work with. 

Automate any User Interface


